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“Density” 

 

Define Draw In a sentence Symbol 

Density – the 
mass of 
matter per 
unit volume  

Iron has a 
higher density 
than wood. 

 

Antonyms Synonyms Etymology Simile 

Dispersion  
Lightness 

Concentration 
Compactness 
Tightness 

From the Latin 
word ‘densus’ 
meaning ‘thick’ 
or ‘dense’ 

As dense as 
marble 

Play: Draw a Word Map Gesture 

Ideas include: 
Pictionary 
Taboo 
Charades 

20 questions 

 

 

Density

Mass / 
Volume

Polystyrene, 
cotton wool

Mass 
volume

Lead, gold, 
granite



 

y Word Definition Example 

2-Dimensional 
(2D) 

having length and width only, 
something which is flat 
  

3-Dimensional 
(3D) 

having length, width and depth. 
Something which is solid and 
looks real  

Abstract 

to take out, or remove parts of 
objects in a composition, so 
that works of art do not look 
like real or recognisable objects 

 

Collage 
an image created by sticking 
materials, (usually torn or cut 
paper) to the picture surface  

Colour 

the 3 PRIMARY are RED, 
YELLOW and BLUE. 
Mixing 2 primary colours 
together gives SECONDARY 
COLOURS. 
Red + Blue = Purple 
Red + Yellow = Orange 
Blue + Yellow = Green 

 

Composition 
how the elements of the picture 
are arranged 
  

Form the solid 3-dimensional shape 
 



 

Key Word Definition Example 

Landscape 
a picture of a town or 
countryside, also a composition 
that is sideways  

Line 
different tools make different 
kinds of line 
  

Medium 
the tools and materials used by 
artists 
 

 

Pattern 
when a shape, image, colour or 
lines are repeated or grouped 
together  

Perspective 

a way of making a drawing or 
painting look deep and real. A 
method of making things appear 
near or far 

 

Portrait 

 
a picture or a person, also a 
composition that is upright 
  

Scale 

 
the size of an object next to 
others 
  

Shape 
the outline or form of 
something  



 

Key Word Definition Example 

Still Life a painting or drawing of lifeless 
objects  

Symmetry when 2 sides or halves are 
nearly the same  

Texture how the surface of something 
feels  

Tone 

tone refers to lightness and 
darkness in a picture 
tone makes objects look real 
and solid 

 

 

  



 

Word Bank 

Line Tone Colour Form 

Bold Blended Bright Bulky 
Broken Cast Complimentary Cylindrical 

Curvaceous Contrast Contrast Density 
Curved Dark Dull Fluid 
Feathered Density Flat Mass 
Fine Diffused Harmonious Multi-faceted 
Sharp Graduated Pastel Proportion 
Soft Highlight Primary Rounded 

Straight Light Secondary Size 
Strong Midtones Sepia Solid 
Thin Range Soft Spherical 
Wavy Reflected Tinted Volume 
 Shading Vibrant Weight 
 Shadow Warm  
 Solid   
 Tinted   

 

  



 

Word Bank Continued 

Shape Texture Pattern 

Angular Furry Asymmetrical 
Geometric Hard Continuous 
Rounded Rough Cross hatch 
Sharp Smooth Mirrored 
 Soft Repeat 
 Woolly Stripes 
  Symmetrical 
  Tessellation 
  Zig-zag 



 

Keyword Definition 

Accessibility of a computer system to all people regardless of 
disability or impairment 

Arduino is a platform providing a way to build and program 
electronic components 

ASCII 
is the most commonly used character set in the 
English-speaking world. Is a 7-bit set of codes that 
allows 128 different characters. 

Attachment is a file sent in an email message 
Binary base 2 number system made up of ones and zeros 

Body is a part of an email message that contains the 
actual message 

Breadboard 
is a white board with holes that allows circuits, wires, 
and other components to be interconnecting without 
soldering 

Browser is a software application used to locate, retrieve, and 
display content on the World Wide Web 

Button is a graphical control element that provides the user 
a simple way to navigate 

Camera is an input device that captures images digitally 

Cc 
is used in an email message and it means that whose 
addresses appear after Cc will receive a copy of the 
message 

Cells is a box in which you can copy a single piece of 
data 

Chart is a graphical representation of data 



 

Keyword Definition 

Cloud storing and accessing programs and data over the 
internet 

Communication is the transmission of data from one computer to 
another 

Component 
is an element of a larger group. For example, the 
CPU and the hard drive are components of a 
computer 

Conditional 
Formatting 

is a feature in Excel which allows you to make 
changes in a cell 

Data is information processed or stored by a computer 
Data 
Representation is the form in which data is represented 

Data Types are attributes of data organised in different categories. 
For example, integer numbers 

Data Validation is used in Excel and it is an automatic check that 
the data entered is reasonable 

Decimal is the number 10 based system (from 0 to 9) 
Denary is the number 10 based system (from 0 to 9) 
Design the draft of a solution in a programming problem 

Development is the process of programming and testing of a 
problem 

Digital Literacy is the understanding of how to use web browsers, 
search engines, email etc. digitally 

Element is a single part of a larger group 

Email is an electronic mail. Messages are transmitted and 
received by digital devices 



 

Keyword Definition 

Embedded 
System 

is a small computer as a part of a larger computer 
system 

Excel is a spreadsheets program included in Microsoft Office 
suite 

File Explorer 
it is used to navigate and organise the files and 
programs on a computer 

Format Cells is the way a cell is displayed (alignment, font, 
border) 

Format Text is to display text in a specific way 

Formulae make automatic calculations. e.g. adding two or more 
numbers together 

Formulas make automatic calculations. e.g. adding two or more 
numbers together 

Framework is a platform for developing software applications 
Game controller is a device used to play video games 
Gaming 
Interface is a communication between the game and the player 

Header is text at the top of a page 
Hexadecimal is the number 16 base system (0-15) 
HTML HyperText Markup Language 

Hyperlink 
is what we use to move around the web from page 
to page. 

Image is a visual production that shows a visual perception 
of an object 

Input is the data a computer receives 
Input Text is the data a computer receives 



 

Keyword Definition 

Interface is the interaction between a digital device and a 
person 

Internet of 
Things is a system of integrated digital devices 

Jumper Wire 
is a conducting wire that establishes an electrical 
connection between two points in a circuit 

LED is a semiconductor that produces light 

Macros 
is a sequence of rules that specifies how a certain 
input will be output 

Menu is a list of options 

Merge 
is when we combine two or more items into a single 
unified set 

Micro controller is a computer system that contains an inbuilt 
processor and memory 

Microsoft Office is a suite of applications that it is designed to be used for office or business use 

Modelling is the writing of a computer program of a 
mathematical model 

Monkey Jam is an application used to create slow motion animation 

Navigation is the act of opening and moving through a computer 
menu 

Number Base 
System 

indicate how many digits are available within a 
numerical system 

One Drive is Microsoft's storage place where files can be saved 
in a "cloud" 

Output is data that a computer sends 



 

Keyword Definition 

Password is a secrete series of characters, letters and symbols 
that allow a user to access a file, computer etc. 

PowerPoint is Microsoft's application that allows a user to create 
presentations 

Process 
when a computer performs a series of operations on 
a set of data 

Production Plan is a step by step design of a plan (for a program) 

Resistor 
is an electrical component that restricts the flow of 
electric current 

RFID is a basic type of wireless communication 
Search Engine is a tool that you use to search for information 
Shortcuts is a link that points to a program in a computer 
Sketch to draw/design in a piece of paper 
Smart Device is an electronic device connected to other devices 

Sound Sounds are made when objects vibrate. The vibrations 
enter your ear and you hear them as sound. 

Spreadsheet is a program used for calculating by putting data in 
rows and columns 

Stop Animation is a way of animation that brings static objects into 
life. It gives them motion 

Storyboard 
is a way to present a project by using images and 
sketches 

Storyline is a way to present a project by using images and 
sketches 

Subject is the title of an email message 
Synopsis is a brief summary of a project 



 

Keyword Definition 

Tags are the parts that make up an element in HTML 

Teams is a Microsoft application where people can 
communicate, exchange documents etc. 

Text is the writing part of an email for example 
To is the receiver of an email message 

Unicode 
uses between 8 and 32 bits per character, so it can 
represent characters from languages from all around 
the world. 

USB is a storage device 

Username is a name that uniquely identifies a person when 
using a computer system 

Video Games are programs that are used for fun. To play digital 
games 

Wix 
is a site builder, where you can design your own 
small website 

Word is Microsoft's application that allows users to write 
documents 

Workbook is a collection of one or more spreadsheets in excel 
Worksheet is a collection of one or more spreadsheets in excel 
Wrap Text is a feature that allow all information in a cell 
 



 

Key Word Definition 

 Autumn Term 1: Commedia Dell’Arte: Physicality 

Body Language  The conscious/unconscious movements and postures by which attitudes and feelings are communicated 
Facial 
Expression  

The way an actor uses their face to convey an 
emotion 

Gesture  
Body or facial movements of a character during a 
play. Gesture can be described by the author, or 
suggested by the director or actor 

Posture  The position in which someone holds their body when 
standing or sitting.  

 Autumn Term 1: Commedia Dell’Arte: Voice 

Pace  The speed at which someone delivers their lines.  

Pause  Conveys the mood and intention of a character via the 
actor’s use of voice 

Pitch  The degree of highness or lowness of a vocal tone 

Tone  This suggests your mood and your intention towards 
the listener e.g. happy or sad 



 

Key Word Definition 

 Autumn Term 2: Pantomime 

Actor  A person who plays a character on stage. Their role is 
to communicate a story by pretending to be a character.  

Audience 
Interaction  

The active involvement of an audience in a live show or 
broadcast 

Choreographer  
The person responsible for creating dance/ movement 
sequences within a performance 

Comic timing The pacing of a joke’s delivery 

Costume  What an actor wears to communicate their character 

Director  Someone who supervises actors and directs the action in 
the production of a show 

Fourth Wall  
A performance convention in which an invisible, imagined 
wall separates actors from the audience 

Lyricist  A person who writes the words to a song or musical 

Playwright  A person who writes plays 

Props  Items held or used by the actors onstage to make the 
action more realistic 

Stage Manager  
The person responsible for ensuring that the theatrical 
performances run smoothly and to schedule 

Stage  A designed space for the performance of productions 

Structure of 
play  

How the plot or story of a play is laid out, including a 
beginning, a middle and an end 

Theatre 
Technician  

A person who operates technical equipment and systems 
in the performing arts and entertainment industry 



 

Key Word Definition 

Understudy  An actor who is cast in a production to cover a 
performer if they are unable to attend a performance 

 Spring Term 1: Gang Culture: Styles and Skills 

Abstract 
Drama  

A style of performing that is non naturalistic, using a 
range of techniques to create mood and atmosphere as 
well as storytelling  

Naturalism  A style of acting that mimics real life 

Physical 
theatre  

A form of theatre that puts emphasis on movement 
rather than dialogue 

Slow motion  
When you perform a scene or section of a performance 
in a deliberately slow and controlled manner, often set to 
music 

 Spring Term 1: Gang Culture: Rehearsal Techniques 

Hot seating  
A rehearsal technique used to discover more about a 
character. An actor (in role) is questioned by the group 
about their character’s background, behaviour and motivation 

Still image  
A ‘frozen moment’ using actors in complete stillness to 
highlight a key moment from your piece, or to 
communicate something about a character  

Thought 
tracking  

When a character steps out of a scene to address the 
audience about how they’re feeling 

 Spring Term 2: Stage Fighting: Stage Fighting 

Balance  
Using your body weight with a partner or group to 
balance in certain positions to represent an idea, a 
character, or to communicate a key moment 



 

Key Word Definition 

Exaggeration  The representation of something as more extreme or 
dramatic than it really is 

Slow motion  
When you perform a scene or section of performance in 
a deliberately slow and controlled manner, often set to 
music  

Tension  

A sense of anticipation or conflict within characters or 
character relationships, or problems, surprise and mystery 
in stories and ideas to propel dramatic action and create 
audience engagement 

 Spring Term 2: Stage Fighting: Scripted Work 

Blocking  A precise staging of actors to facilitate the performance 
of a play 

Duologue  A conversation between two persons 

Scene  
A subdivision of a larger piece of work e.g. a play. A 
short section within a piece of devised work with a clear 
start and end.  

 
 
 

 Summer Term 1: Physical Theatre 1: Physical Theatre 

Balances  
Using your body weight with a partner or group to 
balance in certain positions to represent an idea, a 
character or to communicate a key moment.   

Canon  
When a group of people all complete the same action, 
movement or gesture one after another e.g. a Mexican 
wave 

Lifts  The supporting of one actor’s weight whilst they are 
raised into the air 



 

Key Word Definition 

Stillness  The absence of talk or action that reveals intense, 
unexpressed feelings 

Unison  When a group of people all complete the same action, 
movement or gesture at the same time 

 Summer Term 1: Physical Theatre 1: Devising 

Characterisation   The creation of a fictional character 

Genre  A style or category of film or theatre 

Rehearsal  The process of preparing for a performance.   

 Summer Term 2: Physical Theatre 2: Command Words 

Analyse   Examine methodically and in detail 

Compare   Look at the similarities and differences 

Describe   Give a detailed account of something in words  

Evaluate   Form an idea of the value of something 

Justify   Prove that something is right or reasonable 

 Summer Term 2: Physical Theatre 2: Performance 

Focus   Keeping all your attention and effort on the task at 
hand   

Proxemics   The usage of space on a stage, or how the actors/ 
characters are placed on a stage to communicate meaning 



 

Keyword Definition 

Additives 
Substances added to food in small amounts to 
preserve or improve it. Normally identified as ‘E’ 
numbers. 

Appliance A piece of electrical equipment. 

Bacteria 
Bacteria are single cell organisms that usually measure 
a few micrometers in length and exist together in 
communities of millions. 

Best Before 
Date 

The latest date by which food should be used for it 
to be in its best condition. 

Coeliac 

Coeliac disease is an illness where the body's immune 
system attacks its own tissues when you eat gluten. 
This damages the lining of the gut and you can’t 
properly absorb nutrients. 

Cross 
Contamination 

Cross contamination in food is how bacteria can 
spread. It occurs when juices from raw meats or 
germs from unclean objects touch cooked or ready to 
eat foods. 

Eatwell Guide 

The Eatwell Guide is a visual representation based on 
5 food groups and shows the proportion that each 
food group should contribute to a healthy, balanced 
diet. 

Fair Trade 
Fair Trade changes the way trade works through 
better prices, decent working conditions and a fairer 
deal for farmers and workers in developing countries.  



 

Keyword Definition 

Food Miles  
Food miles is the distance food is transported from 
the time of its production until it reaches the 
consumer (also known as farm to fork). 

Gluten 

Gluten is a general name for the proteins found in 
wheat, oats, rye and barley. Gluten helps food 
maintain their shape, acting as a glue that holds food 
together. 

Hazard 

There are 4 categories of food hazards: biological 
(contamination by microorganisms), chemical (natural or 
intentionally added), physical (foreign objects) and 
allergenic (reactions). 

High Risk Foods 
Foods that are ready to eat, that don’t require further 
cooking and that provide a place for bacteria to live, 
are described as high-risk foods. 

Hygiene 

Hygiene refers to conditions and practices that help to 
maintain and prevent the spread of diseases. Personal 
hygiene refers to maintaining the body’s cleanliness 
(washing hands etc). 

Lactose 
Intolerant 

Lactose intolerance is a common digestive problem 
where the body is unable to digest lactose, a type of 
sugar mainly found in milk and dairy products. 

Logo A logo is the symbol of a company which is used on 
products. 

Microorganism 
A microorganism is an organism which is so small it 
cannot be seen with the naked eye.  Bacteria, virus 
or fungus are types of microorganism. 

Nutrients Nutrients are compounds in foods essential to life and 
health, providing us with energy, the building blocks 



 

Keyword Definition 

for repair and growth and substances to regulate 
chemical processes. 

Organic Food from plants and animals that are grown without 
chemicals or drugs. 

Portion 
A portion is how much food you choose to each at 
one time. A serving or serving size is the amount of 
food listed on a products nutritional information. 

Preservatives Something added to food to prolong its shelf life. 

Raising Agent 
Raising agents are powders that are added to baking 
mixtures which react chemically to release carbon 
dioxide (CO2). 

Recycling 
Recycling is the process of converting waste materials 
into new materials and objects. 

Saturated Fats 
This fat is found in butter, lard, ghee, fatty meats 
and cheese. Eating a diet high in saturated fats is 
linked to increased risk of heart disease. 

Shortening 
Shortening is any fat that is a solid at room 
temperature and is used to make crumbly pastry and 
other food products. 

Traceability 

This means the ability to track any food, feed, food 
producing animal or substance that will be used for 
consumption through all stages of production, 
processing and distribution. 

Unsaturated Fat 
This fat comes from plants. They tend to be liquid 
at room temperature and can improve your health by 
lowering cholesterol. 



 

Keyword Definition 

Accuracy  When drawings or objects are measured carefully to 
ensure all dimensions are correct.  

Adobe Illustrator A vector graphic computer program that enables drawings to be accurate as well as creative  

CAD 

A computer program such as Solidworks, Blender, 
Adobe Illustrator etc. that creates computer numerical 
files that can be used to create products on a CAM 
machine   

CAM 
A machine that uses computer numerical information to 
create accurate products such as the laser cutter, 
vinyl cutter, 3D printer or regular printer.  

Compass A device for drawing circles of different sizes  

Digital rendering 
Where the computer adds in colour or gradient to 
create a 3D drawing   

Dimensions in 
mm 

How we measure and draw lines in millimeters (mm) 
to create accurate drawings  

Drawing board 
A device for holding paper with a moveable straight 
edge this makes drawing straight lines and angles 
easier  

Gradient A section of colour that transitions from dark to 
light  

Hand rendering Creating a variation of tone with pencil or pen to 
make 3D drawings  

Horizon line A straight or curved line that is used to place 
vanishing points on  



 

Keyword Definition 

Isometric 
drawing 

 A way of drawing 3D objects that maximizes the 
area on three sides to draw detail  

Laser cutter 
A machine that uses a high-power laser to cut and 
etch a variety of materials with a high degree of 
accuracy  

Modelling clay A self-drying clay used by designers to create 3D 
scale prototypes  

Orthographic 
Drawing 

A way of drawing a 3D object from three separate 
views top (plan view) front and side views.  

Parallel lines Two or more lines that run along-side each other in 
parallel  

Perspective 
drawing 

A way of drawing 3D objects to make them look 
realistic  

Protractor A device for measuring angles and to help with 
drawing accurate angles.  

Scale drawings A way of drawing products that are either smaller, 
larger or the right size   

Set square 90 
30 60  

A triangular measuring device that enables the drawing 
of accurate 90-, 30- and 60-degree angles   

Solidworks A 3D modelling software that enables the user to 
create simple to complex 3D models  

Vanishing point Where lines meet at a point on the horizon to create 
3D drawings  

Vinyl cutter A CAM machine that cuts self-adhesive vinyl into 
specific shapes making stickers  



 

Keyword Definition 

Accurate correct in all detail 

Aesthetics concerned with the visual elements of beauty of 
something/ visual attractiveness 

Applique decorate a piece of fabric with other pieces of fabric 
sewn or stuck onto the surface. 

Batch production a specific number/amount of goods produced at one time. 
Brief a set of instructions 
Develop to grow or advance an idea 

Dimensions the measurements of a product which include, depth, 
width, height.  

Durability withstand wear, pressure, or damage 
Efficient maximum productivity with minimum waste/effort 

Embellishment decorative detail or feature added to make something 
more attractive 

Embroidery decorative stitches 
Ergonomics the science of designing for ultimate comfort in use 
Fabric cloth produced by weaving or knitting textile fibres 
Hazard something that can cause harm. 
Improve make or become better 
Manufacture make using machinery 

Measure use an instrument or device to find a size of 
something marked in standard units. 

Organic relating to or derived from living matter 



 

Keyword Definition 

Pin to temporarily attach two or more pieces of fabric 
together with a pin 

Prototype a first version of a product 
Scissors bladed tool for cutting paper or material 

Seam allowance an extra 1.5cm added around the edge of the shape 
to allow for the stitching to be within 

Sew use needle and thread to attach two or more pieces 
of fabric together 

Source a place or thing which starts off an idea 
Specification precise requirements for a product 
Sustainable be able to be maintained at a certain rate or level. 
Tape measure flexible ruler with cm and inches  
Taylors chalk flat tablet of chalk for marking out fabric 

Template an exact paper layout the correct size for the 
product, to cut around. 

Unpicker tool to undo machine stitches 
 

 



 

Keyword Definition 

Alloy 

Are mixtures of different metals.  Metals are mixed 
to give them different physical and working properties, 
improving them for different uses.  Examples: 
stainless steel and brass. 

CAD/CAM 
Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided 
Manufacture means the using computers to design and 
make products.   

Component 
A small or large part/piece that is joined to other 
components to form a whole product.  Example: a 
screw, a nut, a bolt, a door etc. 

Ferrous Metal Metals that contain iron.  All ferrous metals are 
magnetic and unless they are treated, they rust.   

Finite resources 
Are resources that will eventually run out if we keep 
using them at the speed and amount that we are. 
Examples: Oil, gas and coal. 

Hardwood 
Comes from the types of trees that shed their broad 
leaves annually.  These are also called 'Deciduous' 
trees.  They are slow growing. 

Jig 

A device that holds a piece of work and guides the 
tool operating on it.  For example: when drilling a jig 
might be used to help ensure the holes are drilled in 
the correct places each time. 

Manufactured 
board 

Wooden board that are made from fibres, chips, 
blocks or layers of different timber (wood) bonded 
together using adhesives (glue).  Examples: MDF, 
Chipboard and Plywood 



 

Keyword Definition 

Marking Out 
Workshop process carried out to prepare materials for 
cutting and shaping.  Marking out should always be 
done carefully to reduce wasting materials. 

Mechanism 
Mechanisms help to make things move and reduce the 
amount of effort needed.  Mechanisms work by using 
an input force to create an output force/movement.  

Non-Ferrous 
Metal 

Metals that do not contain iron.  They are not 
magnetic.  When compared to 'Ferrous' metals, they 
are resistant to corrosion and are more expensive.  
Examples: aluminium and gold.   

Non-Finite 

Are resources that are renewable and will not run 
out.  These resources can be replaced quickly to 
meet the demand for them.  Example: Fast growing 
timber (trees) 

Physical 
Property (of 
materials) 

How a material is recognised based upon what it 
looks like, feels like, how heavy it is, if it can 
conduct heat etc.   

Polymer 
Also known as plastic, polymers are made by people 
using finite resources.  Polymers are used for a wide 
variety of different products. 

Production/ 
Manufacturing 
Aid 

A template, tool, jig, or component used to speed up, 
improve accuracy or perfect the manufacture of a 
product.  Example: steel rule to help ensure accurate 
measuring. 

Risk Assessment 
A study to identify, the hazards and dangers that 
could harm a person when doing practical work.  It is 
important to remove hazards if possible or control the 



 

Keyword Definition 

level of risk involved for a person, when doing 
practical work. 

Softwood 

Comes from the types of trees that keep their pines 
and leaves all year round.  These are also called 
'Coniferous' or 'Evergreen' trees.  They are fast 
growing. 

Sustainability 
Finding alternative materials and different ways to 
avoid of the disappearance of natural resources.  
Example: using recyclable materials for products. 

Template 

 A shaped piece of rigid material (acrylic for 
example) that can be drawn around when marking out 
for cutting out, shaping, or drilling.  A template is 
used to help ensure that multiple pieces to be made, 
are the same. 

Thermoplastic/ 
Thermoforming 
Polymers 

Polymers that can be made into different shapes, 
using heat.  Thermoforming polymers can be easily 
melted, moulded and re-shaped using heat.  They are 
recyclable.  Example: Acrylic used for baths, signs 
and can be used instead of glass. 

Thermosetting 

Polymers that can be made into different shapes 
once, using heat.  Thermosetting polymers cannot be 
re-shaped again.  Example: Melamine Formaldehyde 
(MF) which is used for tableware and kitchen 
worktops. 

Working 
Property (of 
materials) 

How a material reacts to other 
factors/conditions/forces etc. For example: the ability 
for a material to be bent or shaped without breaking. 

 



 

Key Verbs and Their Forms 

The verb avoir (to have): Present tense: what you are doing 
or normally do 

j'ai  I have Je joue  I play/I am 
playing 

tu as  you have 
(singular) 

Je regarde  I watch/I am 
watching 

il a  he has J’achète  I buy/I am 
buying 

elle a  she has Je mange  I eat/I am 
eating 

nous avons  we have J’écoute  
I listen/I am 
listening 

vous avez  you have (plural) J’aide  I help/I am 
helping 

ils ont  they have 
(masculine) Je téléphone  I phone/I am 

phoning 

elles ont  they have 
(feminine) Je casse  I break/I am 

breaking 

The verb être (to be): Je fais 
I do/make   
I am 
doing/making 

Je suis  I am Je bois  
I drink/I am 
drinking 

Tu es  you are 
(singular) Je lis  I read/I am 

reading 

Il est  he is Je vois  I see/I am 
seeing 



 

Elle est  she is Past tense: what you did 
Nous sommes  we are j'ai joué  I played 
Vous êtes  you are (plural) j'ai regardé  I watched 

Ils sont  they are 
(masculine) j'ai acheté  I bought 

Elles sont  they are 
(feminine) j'ai mangé I ate 

The verb aller (to go): j'ai mangé j'ai écouté  

Je vais  I go/ I am 
going j'ai aidé  I helped 

Tu vas  you go/you are 
going j'ai téléphoné  I phoned 

Il va  he goes/he is 
going j'ai cassé   I broke 

Elle va  she goes/she is 
going j'ai fait   I did/made 

Nous allons  
we go/we are 
going j'ai bu  I drank 

Vous allez  you go /you are 
going j'ai lu  I read 

Ils vont  they go/they are 
going j'ai vu  I saw 

Elles vont  they go/they are 
going 

Near future tense: what you are 
going to do 

The verb faire (to do/make): Je vais aller I am going to 
go 

Je fais  I do Tu vas jouer you are going to 
play 

Tu fais  you do Il va manger he is going to 
eat 



 

Il fait  he does Elle va regarder  she is going to watch 

Elle fait  she does Nous allons 
partir  

we are going to 
leave 

Nous faisons  we do Vous allez 
visiter  

you are going to 
visit 

Vous faites  you do Ils vont danser  they are going 
to dance 

Ils font  they do Elles vont 
marcher  

they are going 
to walk 

 

  



 

Key Verbs and Their Forms About Me 

je suis… I am… J’ai … ans I am … years old 
je ne suis pas… I am not… J’habite à… I live in… 
grand(e) tall J’ai les cheveux… I have… 
petit(e) small  blonds  blonde hair 
de taille moyenne average height  bruns  brown hair 
poli(e) polite  roux  ginger hair 
branché(e) trendy  noirs  black hair 
drôle funny  longs  long hair 
super super  courts  short hair 
génial great  raides  straight hair 
intéressant(e) interesting  frisés  frizzy hair 
ennuyeux (-se) boring J’ai les yeux…  I have… 
beau/belle beautiful  bleus  blue eyes 
nul(le) rubbish  marron  brown eyes 
sportif (-ve) sporty  verts  green eyes 
amusant(e) fun  gris  grey eyes 
sympa nice   
sévère strict   
intelligent(e) intelligent   
    
    
    
    
    
 



 

Useful Words Expressing Times/Frequency Words 

et and aujourd’hui today 
aussi also le weekend at the weekend 
mais but le soir in the evening 
car because l’après-midi in the afternoon 
très very le matin in the morning 
extrêmement extremely tous les jours everyday 
vraiment really tous les soirs every evening 
assez quite tout le temps all the time 
toujours always quelquefois sometimes 

beaucoup (de) a lot (of) une fois par 
semaine once a week 

trop (de) too much (of) en été in summer  
un peu a bit en hiver in winter 
c’est it is hier yesterday 

avec with la semaine 
dernière  last week 

d’habitude usually 
le weekend 
dernier last weekend 

d’abord first of all le mois dernier last month 
ensuite next/then l’année dernière last year 
puis next/then demain tomorrow 

  le weekend 
prochain next weekend 

  la semaine 
prochaine next week 

  le mois prochain next month 



 

Useful Words Expressing Times/Frequency Words 

  l’année prochaine next year 

  une fois par 
semaine  once a week 

  une fois par 
mois  once a month 

  deux fois par 
jouor  twice a day 

  deux fois par 
semaine  twice a week 

  d’habitude  normally 
  normalement  normally 
  souvent  often 

  de temps en 
temps  

from time to 
time 

  jamais never 
 

 

 



 



 

Keyword Definition 

Topic 1: Is the Anthropocene Changing the Earth’s Ecosystems? 

Afforestation Planting / replanting of trees 

Anthropocene 
Current geological age, the period during which human 
activity has been the dominant influence on climate 
and the environment. 

Biome A larger ecosystem determined by the climate of an 
area 

Climate change Change in global or regional climate patterns due to 
increased CO2 

Consumer  Organisms in an ecosystem that eat what is produced 
in the ecosystem 

Deforestation The removal of trees 

Dependence  State of reliance (organisms rely on each other in an 
ecosystem) 

Ecosystem Organisms in a community that interact with each 
other and their physical environment. 

Food Chain A diagram indicating the hierarchy of organisms in an 
ecosystem (who eats who) 

Food Web A more complicated food chain which shows multiple 
predators and prey. 

Global warming 
The process of the world becoming gradually warmer 
caused by greenhouse effect, increased CO2 in the 
atmosphere 

Greenhouse 
effect 

Process occurring when gases in the earth’s 
atmosphere traps the suns heat, warming the earth 



 

Keyword Definition 

Greenhouse 
gases 

Naturally occurring gases that keep the earth a 
suitable temperature for living but can be added to by 
human activity. 

Latitude Theoretical horizontal lines across the globe showing 
us how far a place is away from the equator. 

Longitude  Theoretical vertical lines across the globe (used as a 
geolocator) 

Palm Oil Product found in consumables like chocolate and 
shampoo derived from the fruit of the palm tree 

Pollution presence of a substance which is harmful of 
dangerous in the atmosphere 

Producer Organisms in an ecosystem that provide food, e.g. 
plants 

Topic 2: What Happens Beneath our Feet and How Does it Shape our World? 

Conservative 
plate boundary 

A boundary where two plates are moving past each-
other in the opposite direction or in the same 
direction at different speeds 

Constructive 
plate boundary A boundary where two plates are moving apart 

Continental drift 
Theory of convection currents in the earth causing 
Pangea to break apart and move into the 7 continents 
we see today 

Continental 
plate 

A tectonic plate that is found (primarily) under a 
continent 

Destructive 
plate boundary 

A boundary where the oceanic plate subducts beneath 
the continental plate 



 

Keyword Definition 

Earthquake 
A natural hazard caused by ‘slipping’ of tectonic 
plates, often found at conservative, constructive and 
destructive plate  

Oceanic Plate A tectonic plate that is found (primarily) under an 
ocean 

Pangea The name for the ‘continent’ where all continents 
were originally joined together 

Pyroclastic 
flows 

Fast moving current of magma, ash and volcanic 
matter, generally moves at 100mph 

Subduction zone 
The point where the lighter oceanic plate travels 
(subducts) beneath the denser (heavier) continental 
plate 

Tectonic plate Slab of the earth’s crust, they fit together like jigsaw 
pieces 

Tsunami A wave generated by an earthquake beneath the 
seabed 

Volcano 
A natural hazard formed at destructive and 
constructive plate boundaries; this often contains 
magma 

Topic 3: Is Tourism a Blessing or a Curse? 

Attractions A place or thing that produces interest, drawing 
people to the area 

Blessing A beneficial thing for which people are grateful 

Butler Model A graph showing how numbers of tourists in a resort, 
change over time 

Climate Average weather conditions in an area, measured over 
a long period of time, typically 30 years 



 

Keyword Definition 

Culture Ideas, customs and behaviours of a certain group of 
people or place 

Curse Cause of harm or misery 
Dark Tourism Tourism to locations affected by death and tragedy 

Ecotourism Tourism intended to support wildlife or ecosystem 
conservation 

Effects A change that is a consequence of an action  
Environmental 
impact 

An effect or influence on the natural environment, I.e. 
people crushing breeding grounds through walking 

Extreme tourism Tourism to dangerous locations to take part in thrill seeking activities 

Honeypot area These areas attract many tourists, contain scenery or 
popular building 

Hotspot A place of significant activity (lots of tourists) 
Implications A likely consequence of something 

National Park Area protected to ensure environmental quality and 
conservation of people’s livelihoods 

Social impact An effect of influence on the people of an area, i. 
e more jobs created 

Travel Making a journey to another place 

Topic 4: Rivers: why are they important? 

Abrasion Sediment erodes by hitting the banks and becoming 
rounder and smoother 

Attrition Erosion where rocks erode one another by banging 
together  



 

Keyword Definition 

Delta A flat landform at the mouth of a river where 
sediment is deposited. Like a mudflat 

Deposition The ‘dumping’ of sediment in areas where the river 
slows down 

Drainage basin The area where rainfall flows into the river channel 

Erosion Wearing down of rock by the force of the water in 
the river 

Flooding 
When a river channel has more water than the 
capacity of the channel itself, the water overflows 
and floods 

Hydraulic action Erosion caused by water forcing into a crack in rock 
surrounding the river 

Infiltration Process by which water on the ground enters into the 
soil 

Mouth Where the river flows into the sea 
River channel The river itself, where the water is held 

Solution Where smaller pieces of sediment are eroded by 
chemicals in the water 

Source The start of the river, normally in an area that is 
high up 

Surface run-off Water from snow melt or rain that flows over the 
land surface and does not infiltrate 

Transportation The movement sediment of different sizes down the 
river 

Tributary A smaller river connected to the bigger river 

Water cycle Cycle water travels beginning and ending with 
precipitation passing through river formation 



 

Keyword Definition 

Waterfall A landform formed by erosion, where the river then 
falls over 

Watershed The area that drains into a river – all the rainfall in 
that area runs into the river 
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German Checklist for Writing 

 
Have I referred to my recent WALT or Next Step? 

 
Question 1: Refer to table at back of book 

Who am I talking about? 
i.e. which pronoun (person) e.g. ich/du/er/wie, etc? 

 
What is the verb?  Does it match the person (i.e. have 

the right ending?) 

 
What is the tense?  How many parts does it need? 

 
If past tense, is it a movement verb (sein) or not (haben)? 

 
What should the word order be?  Does it need to invert? 
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Question 2: Refer to chart at back of book 
Am I using a conjunction (joining word?) 

 
Is it one that send the verbs to the end e.g., weil (in 
which case which word is the verb?) or does it reset the 

word order i.e. the verb comes second after it? 
 

Question 3: Refer to adjective table and check case 
Is there an adjective? 

 
Is it before the noun?  If yes, have I checked the 

agreement? 

 
Is there a case change – nominative or dative?  Check if 
the preposition is a ‘case changer’.  Use your table for 

adjective endings. 
 

Question 4 
Have I checked my spellings and that all nouns have 

capital letters? 
 
 
 
 



 

Regular Verbs 

Present tense Past tense with sein 
ich spiele Ich bin gegangen 
du spielst Du bist gegangen 

er/sie/es/man spielt Er/sie/es ist gegangen 
wir spielen Wir sind gegangen 
ihr spielt Ihr seid gegangen 

Sie/sie spielen Sie/sie sind gegangen 
Future tense Conditional 

ich werde Fußball spielen Ich würde spielen 
du wirst Pizza essen Ich würde gehen 

er/sie/es/man wird Cola trinken Imperfect 
wir werden nach London fahren Ich war/es war/sie waren 
ihr werdet Hausaufgaben machen  
Sie/sie werden ins Kino gehen  

Past tense with haben  
Ich habe Fußball gespielt  
Du hast Pizza gegessen  

er/sie/es/man hat Cola getrunken  
wir haben Kleidung gekauft  

ihr habt Hausaufgaben gemacht  
Sie/sie haben ein Buch gelesen  

Past tense with sein  
Ich bin gegangen  
Du bist gegangen  

Er/sie/es ist gegangen  



 

Keyword Definition 

Slavery When one person is owned by another. Slaves 
are not free to do what they want 

Slave trader Someone who buys and sells slaves 

Middle Passage 
The boat trip which took people who had been 
caught as slaves from Africa to America and 
the Caribbean 

Profitable Something that makes someone lots of money 

Coffle A long stick that would attach to two people’s 
necks so they could not run away 

Shackles  Chains that could go around people’s wrists or 
ankles to stop them running away 

Auction 
A place where goods and slaves are sold to 
whoever bids the most money 

Plantation 
Farms where slaves were forced to work long 
hours and no money. Usually they grew cotton, 
tobacco or sugar 

Branding iron 

Long metal stick which had a shape on one 
end. It gets heated and then put on someone to 
create a scar in that shape. Helps identify who 
owns them 

Overseer Someone who makes sure slaves do as they are 
told. 

Abolished Got rid of 

Empire Where a group of countries are ruled by 
another. 



 

Colony The different countries or areas of land that 
are ruled by another, within its Empire. 

Raw materials Resources from a country in their original form 
e.g. coal, rice, cotton. 

Finished goods When raw materials are turned into a product 
e.g. textiles. 

Missionaries People who try to convert others to Christianity. 

Silk Road A network of trade route that connected Asia 
and Europe. 

Subsidiary alliances A system that brought many Indian states under 
the control of the British. 

Puppet government When a government is actually being controlled 
by another. 

Transportation When convicts were transported to a prison 
colony e.g. Australia. 

Convicts People who have been convicted of a crime. 

Indigenous people The people who were originally from a certain 
area of land. 

The Scramble for 
Africa 

When European countries took areas of African 
land for themselves. 

Piercer 
A person who watched over the looms and tied 
any loose threads that got broken by the 
machinery. 

Scavenger A person who crawled under the machines to 
pick up loose scraps of cotton or wool. 

Loom A weaving machine 

Workhouse Where poor people went if they had nowhere 
to sleep and no food. 



 

Colliery Coal mine 

Miasma The (incorrect) belief that bad smells cause 
disease. 

Germ theory The idea that germs cause disease – discovered 
in 1861 by Louis Pasteur 

Antiseptic Kills germs 

Aseptic 
No germs are present at all (sterile 
environment) 

Anaesthetic Relieves pain 
Cholera A water-borne disease 

Bobby A nickname for a policeman. Early policemen 
were also called ‘peelers’ 

Hard labour A type of punishment that had you doing tough, 
physical jobs 

Solitary confinement A type of punishment that meant that you 
couldn’t see or speak to anyone 

Post mortem An examination of a body to find the cause of 
death 

Modus Operandi A particular method of doing something 
 



 

  

Elements of 
Music Meaning Example What Does it 

Look Like? 

Beat/Pulse This is the steady, 
ongoing beat  

Dynamics 
Volume (e.g. piano 
& forte) 

Sfz 
Crescendo 
Diminuendo 

 
 
 

Duration 

The length of a 
sound/note 

Note lengths: 
symbols 

Rest: a musical 
silence 

Semibreve 

  
Minim 

  
Crotchet 

 
 

Quaver 

 
 

Semiquaver 

  
Dotted rhythms: the 
dot means to half 
the value of the 
note and add it on 

Dotted crotchet 

 
 



 

Elements of 
Music 

                   Example 
What Does it 
Look Like? 

 

i.e. crochet = 1 
beat so half 1 and 
add it onto the 
original value (1) = 
1.5 

Dotted Minim  

  

Rhythm 
The patter of 
duration/note 
lengths 

Time 
signature/metre 

 

Organisation of 
duration e.g. 
4/4 (4 crotchet 
beats in a bar) 
3/4 (3 crochet 
beats in a bar) 

Sonority 
The colour, quality 
or character of the 
sound 

 

Structure The way the piece 
is built 

Ternary Form: 
3 parts  

12-Bar-Blues 
 

Through-composed: continually 
changing 

Melody 

The main part 
arranged in a 
horizontal way 

 

Ostinato: a 
repeating motif  
Improvisation: 
making 
something up 
on the spot 

 

 



 

  

Leitmotif: a 
motif that 
represents a 
character 

 

Blues Scale 

 

Instrumentation 

What instruments or 
voices the piece is 
written for  

i.e. Strings, Brass, Woodwind, 
Percussion 

Texture 

The layers/how 
many parts 

Polyrhythm: 
many different 
rhythms heard 
at once 

 

Unison: all 
parts together  
Call and 
response: 1 part 
calling and the 
other responding 

 

Tonality 

The character of a 
piece related to its 
overall key 

Major: happy, 
bright sounding  
Minor: sadder or 
intense sounding   

Harmony 
2 or more notes 
played at the same 
time 

Chord: all notes 
are played at 
the same time  

  



 

  Broken 
chord/triad: the 
notes of the 
chord are 
played 1 by 1 

 

Dissonance: 
clashing notes  
Pedal note: a 
low, held or 
repeated note  

 

DR SMITH 
D Dynamics; Duration 
R Rhythm 
  
S Structure; Sonority 
M Melody; Metre 
I Instrumentation 
T Tonality; Texture 
H Harmony 

  



 

Keyword Definition 

Aerobic 
respiration 

Generating energy using oxygen 

Agonist The muscle that works to create the movement 
Antagonist The muscle that works in the opposite way of the 

agonist 
Anaerobic 
Respiration 

When the body produces energy for exercise without 
oxygen 

Breathing rate Number of breaths taken in a minute 
Carbon dioxide The gas we breath out, particularly during exercise 
Cardiovascular 
endurance  

The ability for the body to supply oxygen to the 
muscles for a long period of time 

Cool down The act of allowing physiological activity to return to 
normal gradually after strenuous exercise.  

Expiration Breathing Out 
Extension A straightening movement around a joint 
Flexion A bending movement around a joint in a limb 
Heart rate Number of heart beats per minute 
Inspiration Breathing In 
Lactic acid A poison created in the muscles after exercise 
Oxygen The gas we breathe in, particularly during exercise 
Red blood cells The part of the blood that carries oxygen to the 

muscles 
Warm up Preparatory exercises to prepare the body and mind 

for physical activity. Aims to increase breathing, heart 
rate and muscle temperature. 



 

Keyword Definition 

Agility The ability to change direction at speed; nimbleness 

Balance The ability to stay upright or stay in control of body 
movement 

Coordination The ability to use two or more body parts under 
control, smoothly and efficiently 

Flexibility The range of movement available around a joint 
Muscular 
endurance 

The ability to move your body and muscles repeatedly 
without tiring 

Power The ability to exert a maximal force in as short a 
time as possible 

Reaction time The ability to respond quickly to a stimulus 

Speed The ability to move quickly across the ground or 
move limbs rapidly through movements  

Strength  The maximum force a muscle/ group of muscles can 
apply against a resistance 

Open skill 

These are affected by the environment and are 
predominantly perceptual as they might be adapted to 
suit the environment. These skills are usually 
externally paced eg a pass within a game of football 

Closed skill Skills that are performed in a predictable environment. 
Eg a player taking a line out in rugby 

Simple skill 
Basic movement actions that are not difficult to 
perform with few decisions to make. Eg a chest pass, 
a straight up and down jump 

Complex skill The performer has to process lots of information and 
make lots of decisions eg a tennis serve 

 



 

Keyword Definition 

Issues in Modern Medicine 

Abortion   termination of a pregnancy  

Big bang theory  
 event that took place roughly 13.8 billion years ago 
that was the first event in the formation of the 
universe 

Conception   moment at which the egg fertilises the sperm 

Creationist 
(young earth)  

 fundamentalist Christian that believe the world was 
literally created in 6 days and is around 6,000 years 
old 

Day of 
Judgement  

 religious belief when all souls will be judged before 
God. Christianity says it’s the day Jesus will return 
(Rapture/Second Coming) 

Dependent 
arising  

 All things are linked and caused by something else. 
The universe is cyclical and has no fixed beginning 

Dominion   Christian belief that Earth is for mankind to rule 
over 

Enlightenment   state achieved when one is longer suffering. Will 
not be reborn into the cycle of birth, death, rebirth 

Euthanasia  

 Helping someone else to end their life, usually when 
they are terminally ill or there is no hope of 
recovery. Four types; active, passive, voluntary, 
involuntary 

Evolution 
(Darwinian)  

 complex forms of life have developed and mutated 
from less complex ones. Survival of the fittest genes 

Foetus   development of an embryo in the womb during 
pregnancy 



 

Keyword Definition 

Genealogies   combination of the ages of the key people in the 
Bible from Adam and Eve to Jesus Genesis  

Heaven/Hell  
 either symbolic state or literal place after death. 
Christian beliefs about the detail varies depending on 
denomination 

Nibbana   state of a soul being free from suffering after 
Enlightenment 

Origin of 
Species  

 Charles Darwin’s book (1859) detailing theory of 
evolution 

Poisoned arrow 
story  

 Buddhist parable suggesting it is pointless to focus 
on questions about the past as it does not aide with 
becoming enlightened now 

Pro-choice   abortion should the decision of the mother 

Pro-life   life is sacred and abortion should be banned or 
discouraged 

Purgatory   Catholic place where one goes after death to pay 
for sins before entering heaven 

Quality of Life   the belief that someone’s enjoyment and standard of living is important 
Samsara   birth, death and rebirth 
Sanctity of Life   all life is sacred (and belongs to God) 

Stewardship  
 Christian belief that the we must care for and look 
after God’s world and everything in it 

Vegan   no consumption of animals or animal related products 
e.g. eggs 

Vegetarian   no consumption of animals 
Vivisection   experimentation on animals for medical purposes 



 

Keyword Definition 

Hinduism 

Ahimsa non-violence to all living things 
Arti worship involving making offerings to deities 

Ascetic stage of life dedicated to individual discipline and 
meditation 

Ashramas Hindu stages of life 
Atman individual soul (all living things have one) 
Aum (Om) sacred sound that surrounds all creation 

Avatar empty body that a deity incarnates (takes new form 
in) 

Bhagavad Gita Sacred book/text 
Brahma Trimurti god (creator) 
Brahmacharya student stage of life 

Brahman ultimate reality and joins the whole universe together. 
Singular being. 

Brahmin Hindu priest 
Caste system Indian social groups 
Deity a god or goddess 
Diwali major Hindu festival of lights 
Durga deity (goddess of war) 
Gandhi – 
(Mahatma) famous Hindu spiritual leader 

Ganesh elephant-headed deity (god of good luck) 
Grihastha householder stage of life 



 

Keyword Definition 

Hanuman monkey deity (strength and loyalty), servant of Rama 
and Sita 

India Birth place and main centre of Hinduism 

Karma Law of cause and effect of behaviour (what goes 
around comes around) 

Krishna Avatar of Vishnu and god of love and compassion 
Lakshmi goddess of wealth and fortune 
Mandir Temple 
Mantra sounds or words chanted on repeat during meditation 
Meditation Reflection and individual mindfulness 

Moksha breaking free of samsara. Atman becomes one with 
Brahman. Ultimate goal for Hindus 

Monotheism belief in One God 
Polytheism belief in many gods 
Puja worship 
Rama avatar of Vishnu and married to Sita 
Ramayana Hindu story (epic) of Rama and Sita 
Reincarnation soul enters new body after physical death 
Rig Veda collection of ancient Hindu writings 
Samsara cycle of birth, death, rebirth 
Sanyasa ascetic/withdrawal stage of life 
Shiva trimurti goddess (destroyer) 
Shrine place of worship where offerings are made to a deity 
Sita goddess married to Rama 



 

Keyword Definition 

Trimurti three main Hindu gods (Vishnu, Shiva and Brahma) 
Upanishads collection of Hindu writings 
Vanaprastha retirement stage of life 
Vishnu trimurti god (maintainer) 
Yoga 
 

physical, mental, spiritual practices (often linked to 
meditation and stretching) 

Can we Prove God Exists?  

Agnostic someone who is unsure whether or not there is a 
God or gods 

Aquinas, 
Thomas Christian monk related to the cosmological argument 

Atheist someone who believes there is no God 

Conversion 
religious experience that causes someone to become a 
believer 

Cosmological aka First Cause – everything is caused by something, 
there must have been a first cause, that is God 

Dawkins, Richard atheist who argued evolution is a better explanation than the design argument for how the world is 

Design 
Argument 

aka teleological argument aka watchmaker – the world 
is too complicated to have happened by chance, it 
needs a designer who is intelligent and powerful, that 
is God 

First Cause aka cosmological argument 
Free will Christian response to why moral evil exists 
Inconsistent Triad 
– J.L. Mackie 

if God is all powerful and all loving, then why does 
evil and suffering exist? 



 

Keyword Definition 

Miracle lots of definitions - something that defies or seems 
to defy the laws of nature (often related to religion) 

Moral evil suffering cause by humans e.g. murder 
Natural evil suffering caused by nature e.g. earthquakes 
Near death 
experience 

religious experience where someone is medically dead 
and brought back to life having experienced something 

Numinous religious experience where one experiences a sense of 
something greater than oneself 

Omnibenevolent all loving 
Omnipotent all powerful 
Omnipresent everywhere 
Omniscient all knowing 

Original sin Adam and Eve eating the apple, disobeying God. 
Argument for why evil exists 

Paley, William Christian philosopher related to the design argument 

Pascal, Blaise philosopher who came up with Pascal’s Wager, it 
makes more sense to believe in God 

Prayer type of religious experience, often involving 
communication with a God or gods 

Teleological 
argument 

from the Greek ‘telos’ for purpose – aka design 
argument 

Theist belief in a God or gods 

Vision religious experience involving seeing something or 
someone 

Watchmaker aka design argument 



 

Key Verbs and Their Forms About Me 

I am soy Teno…años I am … years old 
He is es Vivo en… I live in… 
She is es Tengo el pelo I have… 
We are somos  rubio  blonde hair 
They are son  castaño  brown hair 
   negro  black hair 
I have tengo   largo  long hair 
He has tiene  corto  short hair 
She has tiene  liso  straight hair 
We have tenemos  rizado  frizzy hair 
They have tienen Tengo los ojos… I have… 
   azules  blue eyes 
I’m called me llamo  marrones  brown eyes 
He’s called se llama  verdes  green eyes 
She’s called se llama  grises  grey eyes 
They’re called se llaman Soy… I am… 
  No soy I am not… 
I like me gusta (n) alto/a tall 
He likes le gusta (n) bajo/a small 
She likes le gusta (n) cortés polite 
We like nos gusta (n) gracioso/a funny 
They like les gusta (n) tímido/a shy 



 

Useful Words Expressing Time / 
Frequency Words Giving Opinions 

y and Hoy today Pienso que  I think that 

también also El fin de 
semana 

at the 
weekend 

En mi 
opinión 

in my 
opinion 

pero but Por la 
tarde 

in the 
evening Creo que I believe 

that 

porque because Por la 
tarde 

in the 
afternoon Prefiero  I prefer 

muy very Por la 
mañana 

in the 
morning Odio I hate 

realmente really Cada dia everyday Me encanta I love  

bastante quite Cada tarde every evening Adjectives 

siempre always 
Todo el 
tiempo 

all the 
time genial great 

mucho/a   a lot 
(of) A veces sometimes fantástico fantastic 

demasiado/a too much (of) 

Una vez 
por 
semana 

once a 
week interesante interesting 

un poco a bit En verano in summer  aburrido/a boring 
es it is En invierno in winter bonito/a beautiful 

con with Cuando 
hace calor 

when it’s 
hot deportista sporty 

normalmente normally Cuando 
hace frío 

when it’s 
cold divertido/a fun 



 

pues next/then Cuando 
llueve 

when it 
rains simpático/a nice 

luego next/then Cuando 
hace sol 

when it’s 
sunny severo/a strict 

    inteligente intelligent 
 


